NOBEL
to San Remo in connection with certain experimental ideas. Nobel's
intention undoubtedly was to keep both experimental laboratories
running; that in San Remo being destined for the initial, small
scale experiments, and the one at Bjorkborn for trying out the
results in a more elaborate way. But all these schemes were
suddenly interrupted by the death of Alfred Nobel.
The keen interest with which he followed these experiments up
to the end is proved by the last lines in his handwriting, which
were found on his desk at San Remo:
" San Remo, the 7th December, 1896, Herr R. Sohlman, Bofors.
The samples you have sent are particularly fine. The pure n/c
powder seems to me excellent. Unfortunately I am again so
poorly that I find it difficult to write these few lines, but as soon
as I can I shall return to the matter that interests us.
" Yours ever,
" A. nobel."
Anybody reading through Alfred Nobel's patents in a critical
spirit will undoubtedly often have occasion to doubt Nobel's
scientific judgment. Many of his ideas must seem to the sober
scientist and manufacturer pure phantasy; but it must not be
forgotten that much of what the scientists of the time regarded
with scepticism was nevertheless carried into practice by Nobel,
and came to be of the greatest practical importance ; and we must
also remember that some of his other ideas came to be applied
in quite a different direction and in an entirely different field from
those which their inventor originally had in mind.
The true inventive genius is as extravagant in the production
of ideas as is nature in the production of the seeds of life; usually
it is only a few seeds that immediately find the right soil for
generation and growth. Some of them consist of chaff, without
rfift

